AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES (ADA) INTERACTIVE PROCESS IN RESPONSE TO COVID-19
For more information about designated unpaid leave of absence, please visit the Benefits website.

When employee is
offered LOA- it is
through end of year as
final accommodation.

The employee may accept or reject the
reassignment. If they reject it, the process
moves to LOA. If they accept it - employee is
reassigned for remainer of SY.

If there is a position, EER offers it to
the employee. If there is no position,
EER moves to unpaid designated
Leave of Absence (LOA)

EER works with TAM to determine if there are
any other openings within the Division that
the person qualifies for and can do via
telework, i.e. reassignment

EER may go back to supervisor with
additional requests based on
employee's response. Process continues
as needed, to determine what can or
cannot be accommodated. When reach
an impasse, EER looks to reassignment.

Employee submits
ADA Request to
EER

EER verifies employee is qualified
as a person with a disability,
reviews restrictions and their
accommodation request

NOTE:
Retaliation against
anyone requesting an
ADA accommodation is
strictly prohibited.

EER contacts supervisor - and asks if
the employee can perform the
essential functions of their position
with the accommodation, i.e. 100%
telework.

Health Information is
confidential and not
shared with anyone.
ADA accommodations
are subject to change
based on the needs of
the employee and
employer – due to
changing operating
conditions based on
COVID-19.
The ADA process
timelines are based on
receipt of completed
documentation, the
high volume of cases,
the interactive process,
and review of current
open positions.

Supervisor considers staffing needs, what they
can or cannot accommodate and why - and
communicates that to EER.

If supervisor can accommodate the request, EER
informs the employee their ADA is approved,
supervisor is copied on correspondence.

If supervisor can accommodate some,
but not all telework, EER goes back to
employee to share what supervisor
can accommodate

Employee may accept or reject
what supervisor can
accommodate; or request
some other accommodation.

